Keep the Tags – Keep the Premiums!

Feeder Calf Certification Program

- Traceability to at least 50% Red Angus genetics
- Source verified to ranch of origin
- Group age

The FCCP is the beef industry’s oldest USDA-verified genetic, source and age program, originating over two decades ago. It adds value to Red Angus customers’ calves and grants access to branded product lines for Red Angus fed cattle. With no enrollment fee, the only cost to producers is the .99¢ panel tag.

Cattle enrolled and tagged with the yellow Red Angus tag gain exclusive eligibility for Tyson’s Choice+ Grid and Greater Omaha’s G.O. Red Grid.

Enrollment is easy – simply call and answer a few questions about your Red Angus-sired calves. Then tag them before they leave their ranch of origin.